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spolia, which gave him control of the movable property of
a dead bishop. To make the parallel with England more
complete, article 6 in Frederick's edict enforcing peace (Land-
friede) in 1152 laid down that a cleric committing a breach
of the peace was to be punished in the lay court of the local
count as well as in the bishop's court.
Here was material, and to spare, for discord.    The Papacy,
which during the last two reigns had been peacefully advanc-
ing its programme of ecclesiastical freedom, was both startled
and  embarrassed  by the reaction  that  had  set in.    The
change was more striking since in a measure Lothar III had
recognised the subordination of the temporal power, and this
had been impressed on Barbarossa at the time of his corona-
tion as Emperor.    Besides the particular question of imperial
control over the Church in Germany, the issue of the relations
between Pope and Emperor had once again to be decided.
The Papacy had now the more immediate precedents, but
the Emperor still had the long range of tradition behind him.
To Frederick, keen lover of justice in accordance with the
principles of feudal custom, precedent was law.   He had
submitted at Rome to the precedent set by Lothar, though
it offended his dignity;  but it was novel, and he wished to
get behind it to the established tradition of the past.    There
was the consciousness, too, that his German subjects were
of one mind with him, which gave him the backing that
Henry IV had so conspicuously lacked.    With the exception
of archbishop Eberhard of Salzburg, he could rely on the
episcopate, and many of the lay nobility were as ardently
imperialistic as himself.    Those whose counsel he took in
these early years, such as Otto of Wittelsbach, were emphatic
in their defiance of papal claims.    The most outspoken of all
was  Rainald  of Dassel,  who became  chancellor in 1156.
Well-read and of wide interests, he used all his gifts whole-
heartedly in the imperial cause ;  he was violent in his exalt-
ation of it especially against ecclesiastical pretensions, and
it was his forceful influence that principally swayed the policy
of Frederick Barbarossa and increased the bitterness of the
ensuing conflict.    The mediating influence of abbot Wibald
of Stablo, friend of both Pope and Emperor, was henceforward
disregarded.
For Frederick the task of recovery was not limited to the

